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The Greene County Courthouse, built in 1917, is located in the center of the public 
square in Jefferson. The building measures 123'7" x 86', and is faced with Bedford 
limestone. East and west elevations are identical, as are those of the north and 
south. The masonry is rusticated to the level of the cornice. The windows of the 
first and second floors, uniformly finished with square heads, are joined by sunken 
spandrel panels. The windows of the basement level are finished with slightly 
arched heads with boldly articulated voussoirs.

The 11-bay, 3-part main elevations are dominated by engaged Ionic porticos with 
triangular pediments. Clocks are set in the tympana of the pediments, which are 
decorated with figures and swags executed in bas-relief. East and west elevations 
are each 7 bays, the center five bays organized into a slightly advanced frontis 
piece consisting of an Ionic pilastrade set in antis between one-bay piers.

The interior is arranged around a central rotunda with stained-glass ceiling. Access 
to the surrounding rooms and corridors is through wide, two-story round-arched 
openings, screened by pairs of Tennessee marble columns (Doric first floor, Ionic 
second floor). The tympana of these arches feature wall murals showing (according 
to the dedication program) "the progress of civilization as actually recorded 
in Iowa". The murals, executed originally by artist William Peaco, of the Andrews 
Decorating Company, were originally entitled "The Buffalo HuntV, "The Pioneers", 
"The Emigrants", and "The Modern Farm". In the 1950's, artist John Pritchard 
replaced "The Buffalo Hunt" with a farm scene featuring a combine, with a city 
in the background, and reworked "The Modern Farm". The rotunda floor is a mosaic 
in ceramic tile, depicting the county seal. The main staircase is marble, with 
ornamental balustrades of bronze-plated iron.

The ground floor is occupied by county offices, those in the northeast corner 
replacing a large assembly room. The second floor contains treasurer's, recorder's 
and auditor's.off ices (with accompanying vaults) and a room for the Board of 
Supervisors. Judicial functions are contained in the third floor: courtroom, 
judge's chambers, jury rooms, and office for the county attorney.

Besides the courthouse, the public square contains two other objects. Centered 
in the south edge of the square is a bronze statue of Abraham Lincoln on a granite 
base, which was erected in 1918 as a gift from E.B. Wilson of Jefferson. It was 
made by Bureau Brothers of Philadelphia, as a monument to the Lincoln Highway (U.S. 
30), a portion of which (E. Lincoln Way) forms the south edge of the square. To 
the west of the Lincoln statue is the Manahay Memorial Carillon Tower, 162 feet 
high, its three concave sides constructed of steel and concrete, with an observation 
platform accessible by public elevator. The carillon, made by J.C. Deagon Co. of 
Chicago, has 32 bells. At the top of the tower is a chime of 14 bells, cast at 
Pel it and Fritzen, Aarle-Rixten, Holland. The tower, financed from the estate of 
Dora dnd William Floyd Manahay, was completed in
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Greene County Courthouse is a well-preserved example of Beaux-Arts government 
architecture, which found expression in a number of Iowa courthouses during the 
first decades of the 20th century. Prominent features include the 3-stage eleva 
tions, 3-part facades, and engaged porticos, all executed in Bedford limestone, 
a popular material for this style. As in many courthouses of this period, a prin 
cipal (and perhaps most significant) feature of the courthouse at Jefferson 
is the domed rotunda, which extends through the building from basement to attic, 
with superimposed column screens on the two main levels separating the rotunda 
from the surrounding corridors.

Of some interest from an historical perspective is the Lincoln statue on the 
south edge of the public square. Erected in 1918, the statue was meant to 
commemorate the Lincoln Highway, essentially a public-relations project by 
Detroit manufacturers which inagurated the era of well-marked, concrete 
highways in the U.S. Other such markers in Iowa are the Lincoln Highway 
Bridge at Tama, and a plaque in Clinton County.

This courthouse is the county's third, replacing "a commodious two-story 
brick building" erected in 1870. The architects for the present'structure n 
were Proudfoot, Bird and Rawson of Des Moines, whose extensive use of the 
Beaux Arts may be found in other Iowa courthouses (Polk and Jasper Counties) 
and, most monumentally, in the four buildings which form the outer corners 
of the quincunx known as The Pentacrest at the University of Iowa in Iowa' 
City.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

City square, bounded on north by E. State, on south by E. Lincoln Way, on west 
by Wilson Ave. N., on east by Chestnut Street, Jefferson, Iowa.
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